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Abstract: In the frame of surveillance video, the colour of both moving objects and background distribute randomly. Consequently,
the foreground image obtained by background subtraction or temporaldifferencing always contains many discrete blobs, which are
isolated but actually belong to the same object. These blobs influence the efficiency of later process such as recognition, classification,
and activity analysis. In order to organize the foreground blobs, a traversing and merging algorithm of blobs is proposed in this paper.
The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can merge blob effectively.
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1 Introduction

Moving object detection is widely used in the video
surveillance system. There are three conventional
approaches to detect moving objects: background
subtraction, temporal differencing and optical flow.
Background subtraction is extremely sensitive to dynamic
scene changes because of lighting and extraneous events
(i.e.. stationary objects move) [1,2]. Temporal
differencing is adaptive to dynamic environments, but it is
difficult to extract all relevant feature pixels [3]. Optical
flow can be used to detect independently moving objects
in the presence of camera motion; however, most methods
are computationally complex, and cannot be applied to
full-frame video streams in real-time without specialized
hardware [1,4].

Aiming at the problems above, adaptive background
subtraction and three-frame differencing algorithm have
been combined to overcome the shortcoming of each
other [1]. In [5], a novel nonparametric background
model was proposed to handle the case that the
background is cluttered and not completely static. In [6],
an on-line auto-regressive model was introduced to
capture and predict the behavior the dynamic scenes.
Literature [7] first formed a spatio-temporal entropy
image (STEI) by measuring color variation in multiple
successive frames, then employed the morphological
methodology to extract salient motions or moving objects

from STEI. Haritaoglu [9] studied the detection, tracing,
activity analysis method for human body in outdoor
environment.

In these studies above, various algorithms were
proposed and successfully applied to moving object
detection problems. However, as far as we know, there
have little discussions about the fragmented foreground
blobs. Generally, discrete and isolated blobs in the
foreground image influence the efficiency of later process
such as recognition, classification, and activity analysis.
To address this problem, we proposed an algorithm for
blob traversing and merging in this paper.

2 Adaptive Background Subtraction

Moving objects often result in a change of gray value on a
pixel when pass through this pixel (assuming that the
moving objects and the background are distinct in gray
value), as shown in Fig. 2.1,. This fact is the theory basis
of background subtraction and temporal differencing
algorithm. Hence, the moving objects will expose
themselves in the foreground which is a set of absolute
difference values between current frame and background.

To make the presentation clear, a few definitions are
first introduced.
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Figure 2.1:Moving objects passing through a pixel cause a
pulse of gray value

Definition Target Pixel: Pixel whose gray value is
different from the background it covered is calledTarget
Pixel.

Definition Target Blob: The connected region
consisted of target pixels is called Target Blob.

Definition Foreground Image: A binarize image
where the target pixels have a gray value of 255, and the
background pixels have a gray value of 0.

On the basis of the definitions above, letIn(x) and
Bn(x) represent the gray values of moving object and
background at a pixel positionx in the nth frame
respectively, then theTarget Blobs can be obtain by

On = {x : |In(x)−Bn(x)|> Tn(x),x ∈ A} (1)

whereTn(x) is a threshold to describe a statistically
significant change of gray values at the pixel positionx,
andA represents the set of pixel coordinate in one frame.

According to (1), we can compute theForeground Ima
e by using

Fn(x) =

{

0, x ∈ A−On,

255,x ∈ On,
(2)

In order to adapt to the lighting change and
background disturbance, both the background model
Bn(x) and the difference thresholdTn(x) should be
updated over time as:

Bn+1(x) =

{

λBn(x)+(1−λ )In(x), x ∈ A−On,

Bn(x), x ∈ On,
(3)

Tn+1(x)=

{

λTn(x)+(1−λ )(5∗ |In(x)−Bn(x)|),x ∈ A−On,

Tn(x), x ∈ On,

(4)
whereλ is a time constant that specifies how fast new

information supplants old observations, and 0≤ λ ≤ 1.
We can get from [3] and [4] that, the biggerλ is, the
fasterBn(x) and Tn(x) update. In addition, the restricted
condition X ∈ A − On or x ∈ On indicates that whether
Bn(x) and Tn(x) should be updated or not. The initial
value of B0(•) is set to be the first frame, namely
B0(•) = I0(•), and T0(•) is set to be a predefined
non-zero threshold.

Table 1:Blob Descriptor

Items Information
ID Identifier of the blob
TPCount Count of Target Pixels within the blob
Left Left boundary of the blob
Right Right boundary of the blob
Top Top boundary of the blob
Bottom Bottom boundary of the blob
x Horizontal coordinate of the blob centroid
y Vertical coordinate of the blob centroid

3 Traversing and Merging Algorithm of
Blobs

Section II introduced the adaptive background subtraction
algorithm. In this section, we describe the proposed
traversing and merging algorithm of blobs.

In order to obtain the information of blobs, such as
location, shape and so on, it is inevitable to traverse the
Foreground Image (FI). Since we have no priori
knowledge about blobs, it is necessary to search from the
front (at the first row and the first column) ofFI. The
searching procedure switch to blob traversing algorithm
once a newTarget Pixel (TP) is encountered. When the
traversing work end, the working flow will switch back to
the searching procedure which will be terminated as soon
as it reaches the end (at the last row and the last column)
of FI.

The TP searching module maintains a blob list. As
shown in Table 1, each element (referenced as blob
descriptor) in the list is used for storing the description
information about a single blob. At the beginning of blob
traversing algorithm, a blob descriptor is created, and it
will be updated during the process of traversing. Finally
all the descriptor are inserted into the blob list in order.
The order is determined by the size ofBCA which is
computed by (5) (see sectionB).

A.Target Blob Traversing

In theTarget Pixel searching process, the first foundTP is
treated as the root of the blob, and its 8 neighbor nodes are
treated as child nodes. As Fig. 3.1shown, the root node is
identified by 0, and the child nodes are identified according
to their orientation to the root node.

The TP found by the searching subroutine is insert
into a Queue of Sibling Node (QoSN) firstly. Before
switching to blob traversing routine, a newBlob
Descriptor is created. While the working flow switches to
traversing subroutine, the traversing algorithm takes one
node out ofQoSN (treated as root node), marks it as an
accessed node in theForeground Image, and updates the
Blob Descriptor; then checks its child nodes, and inserts
new TP into QoSN. After all of the newTP inserted, the
traversing algorithm moves to the first valid child of
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Figure 3.1:Number of child node

current root node, repeats the procedure above until the
QoSN is empty. The whole process is illustrated in Fig.
3.2, where the 0 node is root node. When the traversing
algorithm moves to one of its child nodes, only those
nodes with shadows need to be checked.

Figure 3.2:The blob expanding process

In order to demonstrate the run of the traversing
algorithm, we mark eachTP with a triple, i.e. Current-ID,
Parent-ID, Sibling-Order, where three triple represent the
number of current node, the number of parent node, and
the order current node in siblings, respectively. Since the
root node ofTarget Blob has no parent and is unique, the
Current-ID is 1, the Parent-ID and Sibling-Order both are
0.

A 8× 8 Foreground Image is shown in Fig. 3.3. The
line numbers are listed in the first row and column. Each
cell in the matrix represents a pixel. Those cells with
shadow represent theTarget Pixels which are labeled with
triples. The rectange surrounding theTarget Blob marks
the covering area of the blob.

B.Target Blob Merging

When the blob traversing process ended, we have much
information about the blobs, which includes the quantity
of blobs, blob size, boundary, centroid. However, as
mentioned before, these blobs are isolated and discrete.
Hence, we have to merge these blobs in the next.

Figure 3.3:Illustration of the blob traversing algorithm

First of all, we give the criterion of blob merging as
follow:

Definition (Blob Covering Area):The region coverd by
the circumscribed rectangle of blobA is called theBlob
Covering Area (BCA) of A (see Fig. 4.1). The size ofBCA
is computed by (5). If the centroid (computed by (6) and
(7)) of blob B is within the extent of theBlob Covering
Area of A, B is considered to be covered byA.

The size ofBlob Covering Area is computed as follow:

BCA = |Right −Le f t|× |Bottom−Top| (5)

whereLeft, Right t, Top andBottom represent the boundary
of BCA respectively.

The centroid of blob is computed by:

cx =
1
N

R

∑
i=L

B

∑
j=T

x(i, j) (6)

cy =
1
N

R

∑
i=L

B

∑
j=T

y(i, j) (7)

x(i, j) =

{

0,(i, j) 6∈ On,

i,(i, j) ∈ On,
(8)

y(i, j) =

{

0,(i, j) 6∈ On,

j,(i, j) ∈ On,
(9)

where L, R, T and B represent the left, right, top and
bottom boundary of the blob, N denotes the count ofTPs
within the blob, cx and cy denote the horizontal and
vertical coordinate of the centroid.

Criterion of blob merging : Asuming there are two
blobs in theForeground Image. According to theBCA size,
merge them if the smaller one is covered by the bigger one,
otherwise, they are considered to be independent.

Fig. 3.4 demonstrates the blob merging process. The
blob searching and traversing routines detect two blobs in
Fig. 3.4(a), which are marked by blue rectangle. Red
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(a) Blob before merged (b) Blob after merged

Figure 3.4:Illustration of the blob merging algorithm

points are the centroids of blobs. The result of blob
merging algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.4(b), where two
blobs have been merged.

C.Algorithm Summary

Part 1. Steps of blob traversing algorithm
1)According to (1) and (2), compute the Foreground

Image (FI) ;
2)Search theFI for Target Pixel (TP), if a TP is found,

goto next step; otherwise, goto step 6);
3)Mark theTP as a visited node inFI, insert it into

theQueue of Sibling Node (QoSN), and create a newBlob
Descriptor (BD);

4)Check theQoSN, if it is empty, insertBD into the
List of Blob (LoB) and goto step 2); otherwise, pop one
node out ofQoSN, regard it asCurrent Node (CN), and
updateBD according the information carried byCN;

5)Check the neighbor nodes ofCN, insert new TP into
QoSN, mark it as visited node in FI, then goto step 4);

6)Terminate the algorithm.
Part 2.Steps of blob merging algorithm
1)Check the List of Blob, if it is empty, goto step 5);
2)Take the smallest blob out ofLoB (according to their

BCA size), and denote asB. if its centroid is covered by
any rest blob inLoB, denote the firstly found blob asA,
goto next step; otherwise, goto step 4);

3)Update theBlob Descriptor of A, if the BCA size of
A change, reinsertA into the LoB at the proper location
according to itsBCA size, and goto step 2) ;

4)Insert blob B into the List of Independent Blob
(LoIB), goto step 1);

5)Terminate the algorithm;

4 Experiment

A video in indoor environment is chosen as the data
source. In this video, the moving object is a pen. The C++
implementation of our algorithm uses OpenCV library,
which is compiled under VC++ 2005 IDE. The system
configuration is a PC with Core 2 E7500 CPU and 2GB
memory.

As shown in Fig. 4.1, the first row is the results of blob
searching and traversing algorithm. The detected blobs are

Figure 4.1:Experimental results of proposed algorithm

marked by red rectangles. The second row is the results of
blob merging algorithm.

5 Conclusion

The foreground image obtained through background
subtraction or temporal differencing always contains
many isolated and discrete blobs, which actually belong
to the same object. As a result, the later process is
influenced greatly. In this paper, we proposed a blob
traversing and merging algorithm. The blob traversing
algorithm is used for acquiring the information about
blobs in detail. On the basis, The blob merging algorithm
is proposed to merge these discrete blobs. The
experimental results show that our algorithm could merge
the blobs effectively.
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